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Chris Davy
So, I’ve just finished writing a book. It’s based on
all this ‘S is for...’ thing. It’s called:

S is for...Something: Short,
sweet, simple, silly, serious,
stupid, smart, selfhelp.

You can find it on Amazon. Please check it out and
give it a review. That’s the only chance it has of S is
for...Surviving, and not S is for...Shuffling off this
mortal coil.

Why is that important, and what does it have to do
with submit?Well, submit, I think is the most
important S word going. It’s a pretty special word,
because essentially it can mean ‘to give’ and ‘to
take’. Which I think, when you think about it, is
just nuts. Good old English!

Little English lesson. Same spelling, different
meaning; that’s a homonym. But, same spelling
opposite meanings...that is a contronym. I learnt
what a contronym is just today, 17th August 2019
for the record. But, it kind of makes sense, contr-
and all that being part of the word.Which is
actually contra from Latin for ‘against’. Learnt that
today too.

I might not have come to that realisation had I not
written the book; about submit being the most
important S word. But also, it’s just a matter of
what I have had to do throughout my whole writing

journey, time and time again. Submit. Submit.
Submit. With myself, with those around me, with
the self-publishing process, with the Silly
Linguistics team, with myself again, and so on. It’s
what you will have to do when it comes to learning
language, or anything for that matter.

Communication is all about that. Give and take.
Life is all about that. Submitting. Learning and
using language is all about that. Sub-mit.

More specifically I think about this; given that
learning language is what it’s all about here at Silly
Linguistics. You have to submit to language.
When learning a specific one, you have to submit
yourself to that language. In order to get good at it,
you have to surrender yourself to it, and just accept
it for what it is. Which is often...silly, serious,
stupid, smart and so many other things; It never
really makes sense, there is always something that
bucks the trend. Put it this way if you don’t accept
language for what it is, you are going to struggle to
learn it and use it. And that’s what you want to be
able to do, use it. So, try not to resist it, and all of
its stupidity. Just accept it. Then use it. Submit to
it. Then you can submit it to others.

But seriously, I’ve often thought in these terms,
primarily because I was always into design and
sport, and the premise of those two things,
especially those two things together, is...’How can
this/I/we be better?’. I think we all do this. It’s a
pretty natural thing to do. Also, it’s because
somethings don’t always seem to sit quite right;
physically or mentally. So you question them.

Like, why is a spoon called a spoon? Is that the best
name for it?Wouldn’t mini face shovel be better?
I’m joking...but I know a lot of you know what I’m
getting at.

Also, I have no doubt that all the specifics that
make up language significantly impact the way we
live our lives. Even from a biological perspective.

S is for...
submit
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For example, typically, when you are happy, you
smile; you feel good.When you aren’t happy, if
you smile; you start to feel good. Because when
you smile feeling good is a result of it, even if
mentally you don’t actually feel good; physically
you will start to feel good. Of course, you could
have a condition that means certain hormones
aren’t released that typically would be when you
smile. But generally speaking, that is the impact
that smiling has on the body. Feeling good. Be it a
sincere or a synthetic smile.

So, imagine a language that’s primary focus was on
creating ‘ee’ or ‘ay’shapes and encouraged
speakers to smile when they spoke. I think that
would evoke a lot more pleasure and enjoyment for
speakers than a language that didn’t. It just makes
S is for...Sense to me. You’d possibly want to make
sure that the appropriate word sounds linked up
with the appropriate word meanings; for
psychological purposes and association of
attitudes. Because that’s where it get’s messy.
Some words are already linked to facial shapes that
evoke ‘good feelings’, and psychologically you
probably don’t want that. E.g. Stabby!! Stabby!!
Stabby!! Think about it, why do photographers get
you to say CHEESE when they are taking a photo?

I genuinely believe that as humans there would be
one language that we could all speak that would
naturally bring us closer together. We just haven’t
got there yet, we are still evolving and maybe in the
next 50, 100, 1000 years we will have the
universal language. Just seems natural to me. I
mean, on a primal level I think we already have one.
But I think we’ve moved on from grunts and snorts
now. Some of us at least.

Anyway, submit, my point is you have to get over
the fact that language is a work in progress, it is
evolving. It can be really hard to do that, but it’s
absolutely necessary. Just work with the tools that
you have. I believe it feels weird sometimes

because our languages aren’t synchronised with
how our bodies and minds work. So, it’s just going
to take some time, I actually mean effort, before we
have that ideal language that makes us feel great
physically and mentally when we use it. Remember
that as humans we are S is for...Stupid, and so, S is
for...Stick with it. Before anyone even thinks about
getting sensitive on me, contronym of the day?
Human. A creature that is simultaneously smart
and stupid.

For now, I’m just going to continue to submit.

Please visit
www.sisforsomething.com

for more S based articles.
Find @sisforsomething on

Facebook, Twitter,
and Instagram.


